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1. Introduction

In Law Number 17 of 2007 concerning RPJPN 2005-2025 states the direction of bureaucratic reform is one of which is the development of state apparatus to improve the professionalism of state apparatus and realize good governance. Therefore the state apparatus has a very important role for national development. Government officials are expected to be characterized by professional, competent and accountable people who can support the conditions of a transparent, democratic, fair, effective and efficient government by respecting the law that encourages the success of a national development. In accordance with the opinion of Marsono (1974: 66) states that "The smooth implementation of government and national development depends mainly on the perfection of the state apparatus and the perfection of the state apparatus in principle depends on the perfection of civil servants".

Referring to national development which requires competitive presence in all bureaucratic systems in Indonesia, the development of the State Civil Apparatus is also an absolute requirement of one of the organization's sources to be able to have its own uniqueness. Barton (1995) states that the existence of a series of routines that have been carried out in the bureaucratic system cannot continue to develop which later can lead to core rigidity of an organization. Core rigidities are interpreted as the condition of an organization that cannot develop according to existing developments. In the end the organization only experienced a stagnant change.

Therefore, the theory from Leonard Dorothy Barton stated in his book Wellspring Knowledge, Building and Sustaining The Source of Innovation brings the ownership of an organization that is considered different from the others. This is used as an reinforcement for organizations to be able to compete with other organizations. This core capability (core capability) is not something new because previously the concept developed through core competencies (core competence) and core skills (core skills). But the core capability concept introduced by Barton (1995) seems to be a more focused thing because with the existence of dimensions that exist in their own core capabilities.

Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens is an institution that has the function of conservation of ex situ plants and plant research also has a function as a place of education, tourism, and environmental services. This is what makes botanical gardens different from other institutions. There are four Botanical Gardens in
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ABSTRACT

The ability of employees known as employee competency is one of the strengths for the organization. Recently the concept of core competency has shifted to a core capability that is an organizational ownership that is different from the others. The aim of the research is to identify the core capability of employees at Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens through knowledge creating activities. This type of research uses a description method with a qualitative approach. The results showed that in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens has carried out a process of knowledge creating activities consisting of consisting of joint problem solving, integration of new tools and methodologies, experimentation and prototype preparation, and absorption of knowledge from outside the organization so that core capability from skill dimensions and knowledge.
Indonesia, which are under the Indonesian Institute of Sciences, but for the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens itself is the one that distinguishes the focus for wet lowland plants. Through knowledge creating activities (Barton, 1995), it is stated that this activity can eradicate pathology in the form of core organizational rigidity.

Some forms of knowledge management activities are carried out by the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens. The author focuses on identifying core capability through the dimensions of knowledge and expertise of employees, especially employees in 9 functional positions that already have their own core in carrying out the duties and functions of botanical gardens. The dimensions of skill and knowledge are chosen because it is the second level that is difficult to change and looks for the characteristics of the organization (Barton, 2008: 123). In line with Drucker's thinking (1999) states that developing knowledge of workers (knowledge workers) will have value from their own knowledge. Based on the description above, the researcher wants to analyze what the core capability of employees is obtained through the process of knowledge creating activities in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens.

2. Theory

2.1. Core Capability

The concept of core capabilities is not new. Previous experts stated in terms of distinctive competences (Snow and Hrebiniak, 1980; Hitt and Ireland, 1985), core or organizational competencies (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Hayes, Wheelwright and Clark, 1988), firm-specific competence (Pavitt, 1991), resource deployments (Hofer and Schendel, 1978), and invisible assets (Itami, with Roehl, 1987). But over time the shift in the approach to development capabilities has changed from market-based to resource-based. This then makes all resources including the skills and technology available in an organization focused on the core capabilities of the organization.

Recent discussions have shifted the concept of core competencies to core capabilities. Where competencies as discussed are products produced from the concept of core capabilities. From the explanation above, core capability means something that is developed by an organization which shows competitive advantage from an organization that is different from the other in order to be able to face future developments. As stated by Barton (1995) in Muluk's book (2008: 119) that the environment that changes rapidly and which will continue in the future must be responded to and confronted by seeking stability that lies in knowledge manifested in core capabilities (core capability).

2.2. The Dimension of Core Capability

Recent discussions have shifted the concept of core competencies to core capabilities.

Barton (1995: 19) states that there are four dimensions of core abilities, namely knowledge and skills of organizational members (employee knowledge and skill), physical systems (physical technical system), managerial systems (managerial systems), and values or norms. The dimensions of knowledge and skills of organizational members are considered as the dimensions that are most related to core abilities. It is a technological knowledge and ability that accumulates in the human mind. There are three types of skills and knowledge, namely scientific (public), industry specific, and organizational specific. Moving from the first to the third, this type of knowledge is increasingly difficult to codify and transfer.

The dimensions of the physical system are capabilities that accumulate and are manifested in physical systems that are developed over time, such as databases, machinery, and software programs. It functions as a protector of the knowledge of someone who has moved to a function, worker, or organization or other area in order to remain in the organizational system of the area. The next dimension is called a managerial system that functions as a mechanism for channeling knowledge. In this dimension, the accumulated knowledge of organizational members and external local organizations is guided and monitored by the education system, rewards, and organizational incentives. The final dimension in core capabilities are values and norms that function as knowledge control mechanisms. This dimension determines which types of knowledge are considered and cultivated, and which types of knowledge creation activities are transmitted and supported.

By looking at the explanation of the dimensions of the core abilities above, the existence of Human Resources is very closely related to organizational capabilities. Although it does not rule out the possibility that this core ability comes from other organizational resources, but basically in the context of public organizations, the existence of employees who have their own abilities and are different from others can be used as a spearhead in the progress of a public organization itself. In relation to human resources in employee public organizations, the dimensions of skills and knowledge are considered the closest to being the focus of this research.

2.3. Knowledge Creating Activities

By looking at the explanation of the dimensions of the core abilities above, the existence of Human Resources is very closely related to organizational capabilities.

Core capabilities along with all the dimensions discussed earlier are not something that can stand alone. A treatment or certain activity is needed to run and maintain it to keep it sustained. Knowledge management created through knowledge-creating activities is faced with four activities by Barton (1995) namely: problem solving, integration of new tools and methodologies,
experimentation and prototype preparation, absorption of knowledge from outside the organization. This activity is also a tool to eradicate pathology that develops from core capabilities to core rigidity. Therefore the development of knowledge management through knowledge-creating activities can be problem solving from the organization. These activities can be described in the following figure:

![Figure 2.1 Knowledge Creating Activities Source: Barton (1995:9)](image)

From the figure above there are 4 activities that form core capabilities. The first activity is problem solving in product development. Limitations in the response to problem solving in an organization stems from individuals. People often become very skilled at applying certain solutions to problems, even he becomes emotionally attached to his mindset. This situation is called the signature skills. To overcome this problem is to recognize the potential inherent in conflicting signature skills. Creative abrasion channeled the challenge into creation rather than in the form of damage. Managerial needs to support people who value the other person's point of view without always agreeing to it. Creative abrasion involves more special attention to people’s cognitive approaches to problem solving and innovation. This is a form of constructive confrontation, which aims to support innovation and empower the integration of problem frameworks and different problem solving approaches.

The second activity is the implementation and integration of processes. Barton (1995) states that there are two important managerial processes, namely user involvement and mutual adaptation. In involving these users there are two main motives, namely creating partnerships in the implementation process, the second is embodying knowledge (embodying knowledge). Because the developer does not have all the knowledge needed so he must interact with the user to create, capture, and then realize that knowledge. Mutual adaption is the rediscovery of technology to adapt it to the work environment and adaptation of organizational stimulants to use new engineering systems.

The third activity of the experiment and preparation of the prototype gave rise to two new types of abilities. First, experiments create what are called varieties needed in products and processes. Second, experimental actions compose virtuous cycle innovation, this cycle can become a dominant character efficiently and competently by itself becoming a superior ability in competition. The last is to absorb knowledge from outside the organization. Absorption can come from other agencies, whether in a plot or not.sebidang.

3. Research Method

This study uses a type of qualitative research with a descriptive analysis approach. This is done so that researchers can find data and facts directly in the field about identification of core capability in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens then connected with the theory that has been developed, namely with Barton's theory (1995) in the form of knowledge creating activities, which include:

1) Solving joint problems;
2) Integration of new tools and methodologies;
3) Experiments and preparation of prototypes;
4) Absorption of knowledge from outside the organization.

Data collection is done by interviewing informants, observing phenomena or events, and reviewing documents. The analytical method used in this study is an interactive model analysis method developed by Miles and Huberman (2014). This method consists of 4 processes, namely: data collection, data condensation, data display, conclusion drawing.

4. Results

Barton, who first carried out core capability (1992:111) shifted from the concept of core competence (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) and core skills (McKevitt, 1970). Core capabilities which mean something developed by an organization which shows competitive advantage from an organization that is different from the others in order to be able to face future developments. Core capability is obtained through the process of creating activities knowledge which includes:

4.1 Solving Joint Problems

Discussion activities in carrying out joint problem solving both carried out by employees functional positions researchers and non-researchers in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens is one of the containers to channel ideas, knowledge possessed and concepts that will or are being worked on. This functional office meeting activity is carried out by representing what will, is, or information related to what is done according to his position. There are no limitations in solving a problem, this is what Barton (1995) calls a signature skill.

In the discussion activities at Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens consists of two namely scientific research meetings held every once a week and routine non-researcher meetings held every once a month. Even though meetings have different topics, it encourages employees to provide feedback and related input presented. For example at a scientific meeting of
responders, the author had the opportunity to attend the meeting in question. Knowledge sharing is in the form of constructive criticism from senior researchers to junior researchers who are presenting. At different times the author also attended regular non-researcher meetings. The existence of a discussion process that is carried out between functional positions, such as functional positions of public relations institutions that provide input on what is conveyed by computer staff employees.

Barton (1995: 63) distinguishes between 3 types in the signature skill, which is the preferred task where employees are required to choose what problems will be raised. Preferred cognitive approach is how employees can provide solutions to what is presented. Lastly, preferred technology is if the problem can be helped by new tool preferences as a solution to the problem. In the concept of discussion conducted at Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens the process of signature skill occurs in the preferred cognitive approach. The existence of this meeting also shows one that is said by Barton (1995: 64) that is creative abrasion which means the process of channeling existing challenges becomes a creation. The intended creation is something that is done by each functional position contained in the presentation material during the meeting.

4.2 Integration of New Tools Methodologies

Knowledge creating activities in the integration of new tools and methodologies in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens have 4 activities involving functional positions of researchers, computer institutions, archivists, and librarians. These activities can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Knowledge Creating activities</th>
<th>Functional Position</th>
<th>Core Capability (Skill and Knowledge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Application of the Maxent Program | Researcher | Skill:
1. Application of technology in the distribution of rare plants
Knowledge:
1. Knowledge of rare plants
2. Knowledge of location / vegetation / plant distribution conditions |
| 2  | Application of the Carry Map Program | Computer Staff | Skill:
1. Skills in operating applications / technology
Knowledge:
1. Knowledge of collection plants in botanic gardens |

In the application of the Maxent program is a process of user involvement (user involvement). Barton (1995: 92) states that the reason for user involvement is one of them because involving users (in this case outside parties to teach program applications) in tool design produces superior designs. The Maxent program makes it easy for researchers to be able to determine the location of rare plants by operating the program. This is then called Barton (1995: 94) as embodying knowledge (realizing knowledge) because it is considered outside parties and researchers interact with each other so that knowledge can be formed. However, based on the results of the sample interviews with several researchers at the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens, only some of them use this application. This is due to the limited use of the application which lies in the data to be processed only by a few researchers.

In other activities, namely the application of the Carry Map program, Digital Archives, is a mutual adaption. Barton (1995: 104) states that "mutual adaptation is the reinvention of the technology to conform to the work environment and the stimulating adaption of the organization to use the new technical system". The two activities are the results of the knowledge and skills of the interaction and cooperation between functional office employees in the work unit. The program that was developed made the absorption and dissemination lead to the circulation of knowledge within the organization so that it had the potential for the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens itself. The knowledge management process developed through the integration of technological tools as described above is in line with the thinking of Dalkir (2005) defining knowledge management as a systematic and directed effort to coordinate organizational components, such as humans, technology, processes, and organizational structures to produce innovation through creation, sharing, and use of knowledge, and capturing and developing proven practical experiences in...
organizational memory to shape learning for the organization.

4.3 Experiments and Preparation of Prototypes

Knowledge creating activities in the experiment and preparation of prototypes in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens have 3 activities involving functional positions of researchers and planners. These activities can be seen in the following table:

Table 4.2 The Process of Knowledge Creating Activities: Experiments and Preparation of Prototypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Knowledge Creating activities</th>
<th>Functional Position</th>
<th>Core Capability (Skill and Knowledge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compilation of KTI Researcher &amp; Abstract Information Package Researchers</td>
<td>Librarian</td>
<td>Skill: 1. Skills in operating a computer 2. Skills in compiling plantation information and abstract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multiplication of plant acclimatization activities and the preparation of regional botanical garden masterplan also become its own core for researchers and planners. Such actions are called virtuous cycle of innovation (Barton, 1995: 114). This can be a dominant character and become a superior ability in an organization. Propagation of acclimatization of plants is carried out by domestication researchers who are the result of plant propagation that has been conserved. This acclimatization plant that can make a characteristic of the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens can especially make budget inputs because it is sold to the public. In the process of acclimatization of this plant there will indirectly be a learning alliances process (Barton, 1995: 131) which is intended to enlarge knowledge. Because in the process, the experiments carried out in addition to involving researchers as key persons also involved engineering engineers to be able to absorb the knowledge carried out.

The presence of regional botanical gardens is also a target for each year by the institution. In this case there must be a great leader formula where the top authority is able to support the capabilities possessed by the planner to compile a new regional botanical garden masterplan. Grindle (1997: 22) states that the concept of capacity building is one of them through the dimension of Human Resources development. This activity also includes the development of human resource capabilities so as to create strength for the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens. Barton (1995: 131) states that positioning alliances is a strategy for entering markets. In this case the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens which has a 2015-2019 RPJMN strategic plan on the construction of regional botanical gardens makes its own land for the work unit, especially the planner's functional position. Because the construction of the area's botanical gardens makes it a new core strength in the development of plant conservation in Indonesia.

Table 4.3 The Process of Knowledge Creating Activities: Absorption of Knowledge from Outside the Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Knowledge Creating activities</th>
<th>Functional Position</th>
<th>Core Capability (Skill and Knowledge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Workshop on Preparation of Plantations</td>
<td>Staffing Analyst</td>
<td>Skill: 1. Skills in compiling analysts for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Knowledge absorption is a treatment chosen by Barton to form a core capability. In this case the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens carry out these activities with training / workshops / seminars to improve and shape employee competencies. Training activities at the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens are carried out through internal and external. But most training conducted is external training by bringing in parties from outside. External sources for importing knowledge originate from the parties namely consultants, universities, vendors and others. Internal training is usually done by inviting resource persons to provide knowledge to employees. While external training is usually done by sending employees to conduct training outside the work unit.

Most external training that is followed by minimizing costs and implementation is borne by the organizers. Supllay alliances (Barton, 1995: 136) mentioned Barton in this case a form of minimizing costs from the absorption of knowledge from outside. In addition, training was carried out in the internal manner by presenting presenters who were also from Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens employees. Until now there is still little internal training that uses internal sources as well. Even though it is so easy to do, for example, on the relevance of tasks between researchers and related engineering technicians, the researcher can provide both credit transfer and collaboration to develop knowledge for engineering technicians.

The existence of internal absorption like this is an appropriate alliance (learning alliances) to import knowledge (Barton, 1995: 138) because it can also minimize costs. In line with the research conducted by Efendi (2015) that by creating conducive conditions for the transfer of knowledge and development of knowledge management within the organization, so that tacit knowledge possessed by employees can be transformed into explicit knowledge and support employee competency development. Drucker (1954) also stated that there is knowledge capital that changes money capital and natural resources. In this case the organization is expected to be able to manage its knowledge well for example by transferring knowledge. Likewise in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens training should be increased among seniors and juniors in internal training.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Analysis of core capability of employees in functional positions in the Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens (researchers, technicians, engineering, public relations, archivists, librarians, planners, staff analysts, computer staff) has been obtained through the process of creating knowledge that is joint problem solving, integration of new tools and methodologies (can be seen in table 4.1), experiments and preparation of prototypes (can be seen in table 4.2), as well as the absorption of knowledge from outside the organization (can be seen in table 4.3). The concept of knowledge creating activities is one of the strategies in Plant Conservation Botanic Gardens to obtain and develop capabilities that have been owned by employees of previous functional positions based on job requirements in job analysis.

To get the core capability through knowledge creating activities, it must be developed in a work unit. Because knowledge creating activities are a cycle so that the ability of organizational resources continues to grow especially with the condition of the government system along with the enactment of the PP on ASN Management which requires employees to enter competitive zones. But support from managerial roles is
needed to strengthen the commitment of the organization.
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